ABSTRACT

The sport data tracking systems available today are based on specialized hardware (high-definition cameras, speed radars, RFID) to detect and track targets on the field. While effective, implementing and maintaining these systems pose a number of challenges, including high cost and need for close human monitoring. On the other hand, the sports analytics community has been exploring human computation and crowdsourcing in order to produce tracking data that is trustworthy, cheaper and more accessible. However, state-of-the-art methods require a large number of users to perform the annotation, or put too much burden into a single user. We propose HistoryTracker, a methodology that facilitates the creation of tracking data for baseball games by warm-starting the annotation process using a vast collection of historical data. We show that HistoryTracker helps users to produce tracking data in a fast and reliable way.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sports analytics changed the way sports are played, planned and watched. Furthermore, the demand for precise, accurate and consistent data is higher than it ever was. While teams and sport organizations rely on multiple sources of data, such as smart watches, heart rate monitors and sensing textiles [24, 26], tracking data produced by specialized tracking systems may be considered the primary source of data in professional sports. Modern tracking systems make use of specialized sensors, such as high-definition cameras, speed radars or RFID technology, in order to collect movement data with precise measurements and high sampling rates [12, 32]. Some examples of commercial tracking technologies are Pitch F/X and ChyronHego for baseball [10, 36], and STATS Sport VU for soccer, basketball and American football [37].

Tracking systems produce a valuable stream of data for analysis by sports teams. However, implementing and maintaining these systems pose three major difficulties. 1) They are expensive: Major League Baseball’s Statcast, for example, was an investment of tens of millions of dollars [42]. Such cost may not be a problem for professional sports teams and leagues, but they are likely unattainable for smaller organizations or amateurs. 2) The quality of the tracking data is often affected by multiple hard-to-control factors [2, 12, 17, 27], including changes in lighting, camera position in relation to the field, occlusion and small objects, all of which can result in missing or noisy data, and 3) these systems cannot be used to produce tracking data for historical plays. At the same time, commentators and analysts often reference older games during their analysis. However, if the game happened before the tracking system was implemented, it is not possible to quantitatively compare the plays.

Adding manual annotation is a promising direction to address these issues, and a number of studies have explored how human annotators can be used to create reliable sports data from scratch. Manual annotation can be done by a single annotator [6, 33, 35] or by a collection of annotators through crowdsourcing [27, 44]. While individual manual annotation can be a reliable source of tracking data, it puts a major
burden into a single person. Meanwhile, crowdsourcing systems can split the annotation process into many tasks that can be completed quickly. The downside of this approach is that a large number of volunteers might be necessary to produce reliable data.

In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for manual tracking of baseball plays that reduces the annotation burden and is more enjoyable to users, in comparison to manual annotation from scratch. Our approach reduces the time needed to produce reliable tracking data by warm-starting the annotation process: instead of annotating trajectories on an empty canvas, users modify existing trajectories to reflect the play they want to annotate. The term “warm-start" is borrowed from machine learning, where it means that the model training started from a better initial point [22]. More specifically, we quickly collect a summary of the play by asking a few easy-to-answer questions, and use this information to recommend a set of similar plays that have already been tracked and can be used as an initial approximation. Our method produces reliable annotations at a lower cost and can be used to annotate historical plays that would be otherwise lost for quantitative analysis. Our user studies show that warm-starting the annotation of baseball plays reduces the time needed to generate the hand-annotated tracking data and has an equivalent performance to manually annotating plays from scratch.

Contributions: Our contributions are three-fold: 1) we present a novel methodology for acquiring tracking data that is more reliable and faster than manual annotation from scratch. 2) we describe HistoryTracker, a system that implements our warm-starting methodology for baseball tracking. 3) we present our quantitative and qualitative results, showing that our method is able to produce reliable annotations in a shorter amount of time, and make the annotation process more enjoyable to the users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work on sports tracking and crowdsourcing for sports. Section 3 presents a brief overview of baseball. Section 4 presents our tracking methodology and the design choices we made to implement it in HistoryTracker. We evaluate our methodology in Section 5 and discuss our results in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Tracking data is commonly used in a wide array of applications in sports, both for entertainment purposes and for expert analysis. In the United States, some of the major examples are Major League Baseball (MLB), National Football League (NFL) and National Basketball Association (NBA). Since 2015, MLB has been using its tracking infrastructure, MLB StatCast, to augment its broadcasting videos and generate new content to the public [17, 42]. NFL and NBA also deploy tracking technologies to augment their broadcastings and compute statistics for fans [13, 23]. Sports teams and leagues use tracking data to analyze and improve player performance and game strategies.

A vast collection of works in the literature show how tracking data can be used to inspect games in more detail: information visualization techniques enable the visual spatial analysis of games, while machine learning and statistics allow for predictions and inferences to be computed on games. Much of the recent work in sports visualization is based on trajectory data. Some examples in the include tennis [31], baseball [12, 17, 25], basketball [15, 34, 41], soccer [28, 38, 39], hockey [30] and rugby [8, 9]. While each of those works are adapted to better illustrate their respective sports, their main focus is on clearly conveying the trajectories, or metrics computed from trajectories, to the user.

Meanwhile, statistics and machine learning are used to make predictions and inferences on top of the sports tracking data. Ghosting, a technique that uses machine learning to compute optimal player trajectories and predict play outcomes, has been applied to basketball [33] and soccer [18] tracking data. Statistical analysis has been applied to basketball to evaluate players shooting ability and compare defensive strategies [7, 20]. Cross et al. [11] studied baseball tracking data to evaluate batter’s hot and cold zones. Bialkowski et al. [4] used expectation maximization on soccer tracking data to detect play formations across time, and discovered that teams play differently at home and away, being more forward at home.

Currently, most of the sports tracking data produced by mainstream media are generated by automated methods. Commercial systems, such as Pitch F/X [36], ChyronHego TRACAB [10], and STATS Sport VU [37] are used at every game from major league sports teams, producing huge amounts of data for analysis. For a review on automatic tracking methodologies, please refer to the surveys by Santiago et al. [32] and Kamble et al. [16]. In the rest of this section, we focus on works related to manual annotation of sports games.

Before the development of automatic tracking systems, experts had to perform the annotation of players and ball position manually [32]. While professional sports leagues have shifted towards automated methods, they are very protective of their data, only sharing small aggregated statistics with the public. Therefore, manual tracking is still used when the data is not readily available, e.g., academic research and amateur teams [27, 29]. Spencer et al. [35] hand annotated hockey players movement and speed throughout multiple games in order to analyze how player performance changes during a tournament. Bogdanis et al. [6] hand annotated basketball games in order to compare the effects of training
programs on players. The annotation was made offline, using video footage of the game and training sessions, and the experts had to collect and annotate both player trajectories and actions: e.g., dribbles, and offensive/defensive moves.

Crowdsourcing has also been used to generate sports data [27, 40, 43, 44]. Crawling twitter streams enable the extraction of game highlights, where hashtag peaks might indicate the most exciting moments in the game [40, 43]. While this technique does not produce tracking data, highlights are a valuable data source that can be gathered from a publicly available platform. Vondrick et al. [44] investigated the use of crowdsourcing interfaces to annotate basketball videos. The authors divided the work of labeling video data into micro-tasks that could be completed by a large number of human annotators, and showed that combining the output of the multiple users resulted in more accurate tracking data. Perin et al. [27] followed the same principles, but extended this approach to enable the real-time annotation of games. In their system, each person is asked to annotate either one player or one event, and high accuracy was obtained by averaging annotations. While micro-tasks made the annotation process easier, it has the downside of requiring a large number of users to produce a single play annotation.

Another research area closely related to play annotation is called sports information retrieval. With massive amounts of sports tracking data being generated every year by automated systems, designing ways to organize and search sports data became a challenging task. Many methods have been developed to retrieve particular games based on different types of queries, or constraints. Most of the sports information retrieval literature focus on retrieving games based on textual queries. Fleischman et al. [14] developed a language model for baseball game retrieval built on top of closed captions. Their system enabled users to query specific game events, as long as they were described by the commentator. The automatic classification of video footage can also be used to enable quick retrieval of games. Zhou et al. [45] proposed a basketball video classification system based on decision trees, and used this system to retrieve games based on a set of constraints, such as player position (right field, left field), scores, and types of offense/defense. One of the most advanced methods of retrieval is based on sketches: Sha et al. [34] designed a system for querying basketball games using sketches that use the top view of the field. While this method was very successful in retrieving similar trajectories, it has the downside of essentially asking a user to draw the entire trajectory of the play by hand.

3 BASEBALL OVERVIEW

While our annotation methodology is general and can be applied to other team sports, in this paper we focus on baseball.

Here, we briefly describe the sport and its basic rules. For more details, please see [3] and [21].

Baseball is a bat-and-ball game that is played on a field shaped like a circular quadrant, also called diamond. Four bases are placed at the corners of a ninety-foot square at the bottom of the diamond. The bases are labeled in counterclockwise order starting at the bottom as home plate, first, second, and third base. The area right above the square is called infield, while the area above the dirt is called outfield. During the game, the teams alternate between the nine defensive and the four offensive roles. The defensive roles are the pitcher (P), the catcher (C), the basemen (1B, 2B and 3B), the shortstop (SS) and the outfielders to the left (LF), center (CF) and right (RF). As the offensive roles, there are the batter (B) and zero to three runners on bases (R@1, R@2 and R@3).

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the field with the players located at their average positions. The runners are not shown in the picture for conciseness, but their starting positions are next to the first, second and third bases.

The game is divided in nine innings, each of which are split into two halves with teams taking turns on attack and defense. In general, a play starts when the pitcher makes the first movement and finishes when the ball returns to the pitcher’s glove or goes out of play. Every player has a fixed initial position, and the set of actions they perform is relatively limited. Players in the offensive role try to touch all four bases in anti-clockwise order (1st, 2nd, 3rd and home plate). Meanwhile, players in the defensive role try to catch the ball and eliminate the attackers, before they are able to save bases and score runs.

Every offensive player starts at the batting position. A pitcher throws the ball at the batter, who then decides if he will swing and attempt to hit the ball, or take the pitch and let
the catcher catch it. If he swings and hits, the batter becomes a runner and will try to save bases, touching each one them in counterclockwise order. Otherwise, if he misses, it counts as a strike. If he takes the pitch, the umpire can decide if the ball was valid (went through a strike zone). If it was, the batter receives a strike. Otherwise, the batter receives a ball. If a batter receives three strikes, he is out. If the batter receives four balls, he can walk to the first base safely. If the ball is hit and caught in the air by a defensive player, the batter is also out.

4 HISTORYTRACKER: TRACKING SYSTEM WITH WARM-START

Hand annotating sports from scratch is a difficult and time-consuming task commonly done offline by experts, who have to repeatedly watch recordings of the games in order to produce a good approximation of the players movement [32]. While more recent work has focused in transforming the annotation effort into micro-tasks distributed across a large number of crowdsourced annotators, this approach relies on a massive number of workers to produce reliable tracking data. We propose a methodology to enable quick single-user manual tracking of baseball plays, by introducing a warm-starting step to the annotation process.

Our approach consists of three steps: 1) Fast play retrieval: we present a video of the play of interest to the user, and ask them questions that they can quickly answer based on the footage (Figure 4A). This information is used to retrieve a collection of similar trajectories from the game corpus dataset (Figure 4C). 2) Automatic tuning: the user can refine the search by aligning the event icons with the events in the video and performing a temporal query in the data, i.e. a query indexed by the event times. We use the aligned events to automatically tune the retrieved trajectory and make it more similar to the video (Figure 4D). 3) Refinement on demand: the retrieved trajectory is used to warm-start the manual annotation and the user is asked to manually fix the trajectory where it does not match the video.

Below, we describe this methodology for play annotation.

Play Description and Fast Retrieval

In order to warm-start the annotation process, we search our historical trajectory dataset for plays with a similar structure as the one being annotated. In this paper, we used a query based approach similar to [45] in order to retrieve the similar plays. Our approach, however, is not based on video features, but historical tracking data instead. The broadcasting videos we take as input are focused on actions, and show only the players that have an impact on the play outcome. On baseball broadcasting, specifically, these actions usually include players contouring bases, throws, catches, tags, etc. The challenge is then to build a mapping from actions that may be identified on videos to a list of plays. These plays should be similar to the play from where the actions were identified, on both the actions performed and on the movements of the players. In order to implement such a mapping, we need a way to represent baseball plays by the actions that are performed by the players. In baseball, just like most sports, the tracking data of a play is given as a collection of 2D time series data representing player movement, 3D time series of ball positioning, high-level game events and play metadata (see [12] for details).

The game events are pairs (action, player) that refer to specific actions that give context to the tracking data, like the moment the ball was pitched, hit, caught or thrown by a player, etc. By themselves, the game events offer a high level representation of the play that is close to what is necessary for building the query. This representation only lacks information about the geometry of the play (trajectories of the targets), which would help to narrow the search down to plays where the targets movement resembles what is observed in the video. We then propose an augmented set of events to represent plays, with new events that represent more details of the way the players move on top of the the original set of events as illustrated in Figure 2.

Once the play representation is defined, the straightforward approach would be to ask the user about the events that may be seen on the video (Figure 4A). The query is then built on questions that guide the user in the process of looking for the events that would lead to similar plays on the database. We have worked with baseball experts in order to select a group of questions that effectively summarize baseball plays: 1) Who ran? 2) Who are stealing bases? 3) What are the runners end bases? 5) Who caught the batted ball in flight?
6) Who threw the ball? and 7) What is the hit type? The questions are ordered by the impact on the overall trajectory data, allowing for a trajectory approximation to be generated as early as possible in the process. We accomplish this by first asking questions directly related to the play outcome (i.e. number of runs), and leaving play detail questions to the end. The set of events is then converted to a play index where each pair (event, target) is associated to a bit sequence, as illustrated in Figure 3.

This approach leads to the clustering of plays by similarity, given by the way the augmented set of events was designed. Since the augmented set of events contain information about both the actions and the geometry of the play, each cluster contains plays that are similar in both actions and geometry. The events and the clusters of plays were designed to accommodate small differences in the play geometry, in a trade-off between the amount of information that will be requested from the user for the query and the usefulness of the plays returned by the query. Empirically, the first play returned by the system is a good approximation of the actions and movements observed in the video. If the user chooses to inspect other plays in searching for a better one, the variability among them reduces the number of plays to be inspected.

The user query might result in an index for which there are no exact cluster matches in the database. In order to retrieve the most similar cluster to the user query, we select the cluster with the largest number of bits in common with the query. We also allow the users to increase the importance of some of the questions. For example, if the user wants to make sure only the selected players ran during the play, he can increase the weight of the question “Who ran?”. Let \( n \) be the number of questions, \( Q \) be the query bits, \( W \) be the bits’ weights, \( X \) be a cluster in the database, and \( \mathbb{1} \) be the indicator function, the similarity between \( Q \) and \( X \) is given by:

\[
S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \times \mathbb{1}(Q_i = X_i)
\]

### Automatic Trajectory Tuning Based on Play Events

After a description of the play is collected using our query interface (Figure 4A), our system recommends a cluster of trajectories that respects the specified event constraints. A random trajectory within this cluster is displayed to the user, as shown in Figure 4C. If this trajectory does not represent the play correctly, the user has three options: 1) change the weight of the questions in Play Description, in order to retrieve a better cluster for the play. 2) Click the switch button (top left corner of Figure 4C) to select another random play from the cluster. 3) Use the Events Chart (Figure 4D) to query this cluster based on event times.

In the Events Chart view, the main game events are displayed. In order to align the events of the trajectory data with the video, we use the sound of the baseball hit in the video. If the video contains a batting event (bat hits ball), we can detect the precise moment of the batting event in the audio signal and we can use this information to align the event data with the video content. To achieve this, we treat the problem as an audio onset detection problem under the assumption that the batting event corresponds to the strongest onset (impulsive sound) in the audio signal. We use the superflux algorithm for onset detection [5] as implemented in the librosa audio processing library [19] to compute an onset strength envelope representing the strength of onsets in the signal at every moment in time. For the analysis we use a window size of 512 samples and a hop size of 256 samples, where the sampling rate of the audio signal is 44,100 Hz, leaving all other parameters at their default values. To evaluate the approach, we manually annotated a validation set of 311 audio recordings with the timestamp of the batting event, and compared the output of our detection method to the annotations, where we consider the output to be correct if it is within 100 ms of the annotated value. Applying the approach the audio recordings achieved an accuracy of 94.5%, which we deem appropriate for our application. If the video does not have a batting event, we let the user perform the event alignment manually.

The user can drag and drop game events across the time axis and query for a play that respects the time at which these events happened. Once the user starts dragging an event, an image with the current video frame will be positioned over the user’s mouse, enabling him to identify exactly when this event happened in the play. For example, if the user wants to specify the time at which the ball was caught and search
for this event in the cluster, he should drag the event “Ball was Caught” in the Events Chart so that it aligns with the player action in the video (Figure 4D).

Our system adapts the retrieved trajectory so that it respects the event “Ball was pitched” in the Events Chart. In order to do so, we shift the retrieved trajectory so that the pitched event matches the one specified in the trajectory view. This action is a simple trajectory preprocessing step, but it allows us to quickly align the begin-of-play on the retrieved trajectory with the begin-of-play in the video.

By querying the data with the Events Chart, the user can obtain a better initial trajectory to warm-start their annotations. After this step is completed, the user has two options: If they are satisfied with the retrieved trajectory and think it perfectly matches the play in the video, they can click the submit button to save the new trajectory to the disk. Otherwise, the user can click the “Edit Trajectory” button and manually change the positions of players or ball that do not reflect the elements in the video.

**Refinement on Demand: Manual Annotation**

We implemented a hand annotation system that allows users to edit and refine the previously recommended trajectories (Figure 5). The system is comprised of four parts: A) the video playback screen; B) the play diagram in which the user annotates the current player position; C) the video playback slider; and D) the tracking element selector.

The trajectory annotation process is straightforward. The user positions the video at a frame of interest (keyframe) using the playback slider (Figure 5C), and marks the player position in the field by selecting the same position in the play diagram (Figure 5B). Consecutive keyframes are linearly interpolated, generating the tracking data. After the annotation of a player / ball is completed, the user can annotate the next player by selecting it in the Tracking element selector (Figure 5D).

If the user determines that the warm-start trajectory for an element is wrong, they can click on the button “Clear Trajectory” to delete the keyframes from the current element trajectory and start the annotation again.

Figure 4: HistoryTracker system. A: Users can create a description of the play based on simple questions. B) A video of the play to be annotated. C) Trajectories are recommended based on the play description provided by the user. D) Events can be used to create a more fine grained query of the play.
A demonstration video of the HistoryTracker system is available in the supplementary material.

5 EVALUATION

In order to evaluate our annotation methodology, we compared it to manual tracking with no warm-start, hereby called Baseline. Ten plays were selected to be used in our evaluation: we attempted to maximize the variability of the play configurations in our sample, regarding the number of players, events, and outcomes. Our system was evaluated with 8 users: half of them (type A) annotated the odd plays using HistoryTracker and the even plays using Baseline, while the other half (type B) did the inverse (even plays using HistoryTracker, odd plays using Baseline). In total, 80 play annotations were produced, 40 with HistoryTracker and 40 with the Baseline. Users were recruited through email lists; the only condition for participation was having followed baseball for a minimum of one year. The age of the users varied from 19 to 39, with the majority being in their 20’s. Although most were not involved with baseball professionally (most of our users were students and researchers) they all professed to having a deep understanding of baseball. In the screening questionnaire, the users reported having a knowledge of baseball of 8.12 +/- 1.35, on a scale of 1 to 10.

In this section, we analyze the tracking results with respect to the tracking error and the annotation time. We also perform a qualitative analysis of the system and present the results of a likert scale questionnaire we applied to the users after they performed the plays annotation.

Analysis of Plays

In this section, we present the ten plays that were used for the generation of tracking data using HistoryTracker and Baseline. All plays were used for both annotation methods, with each user annotating the same play only once. Figure 8 shows the ten plays using Baseball Timeline [25], a spatio-temporal visualization that represents the position of the players with respect to how close they are to the bases, as well as ball possessions, throws and hits. In this visualization, player position is represented in the Y axis and time, in the X axis.

[Play 1] The first play is from the fourth inning of the Philadelphia Phillies versus the Atlanta Braves, June 6, 2017. Batter Maikel Franco grounds the ball softly towards first base. First baseman Matt Adams catches the ball, runs to first base and the batter is out. This is a relatively simple play.

[Play 2] This play is from the third inning of the Chicago White Sox vs Detroit Tigers game, June 27, 2015. Alexei Ramirez hits a ground ball, second baseman Ian Kinsler catches it, throws to first baseman Miguel Cabrera and the batter is out.

[Play 3] Ninth inning of the Texas Rangers versus the Colorado Rockies, August 9, 2016. There are runners on first and second base. Batter Gerardo Parra grounds the ball out, where it is caught by second baseman Rougned Odor who throws it to first baseman Mitch Moreland to get the batter out. Runners at first and second advance one base.


[Play 6] is from the fourth inning of Chicago Cubs versus the Houston Astros, September 10, 2016. This is a very unique play. With Jose Altuve batting, runner at first Alex Bregman steals second base. Catcher throws the ball the the second baseman.


[Play 8] is from the Seattle Mariners versus the New York Yankees, sixth inning, August 27, 2017. Batter Starlin Castro hits a line drive towards the center of the outfield, where it is caught by center fielder Guillermo Heredia. Batter reaches first base.
Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we compare the quality and annotation time of the tracking data produced by HistoryTracker and the tracking data acquired with the Baseline manual annotation tool. In order to compare the quality of the annotations, we computed the average Euclidean distance of the annotations to the ground truth produced by MLB Statcast, by averaging the distances between the annotated position and the ground truth position at every sampled time step. Denoting the set of play elements (players and ball) as $E$ and the set of times over which the positions are sampled as $T$, we have the error of the annotated trajectory $\hat{x}$ with respect to ground truth $x$ as:

$$\text{Error} = \frac{\sum_{e \in E} \sum_{t \in T} ||x^e_t - \hat{x}^e_t||}{|E| \times |T|}$$

The comparison between error results of HistoryTracker and Baseline are shown in Figure 6. HistoryTracker performs significantly better than the Baseline, exhibiting about 20% lower median error, with the same amount of spread. Furthermore, about 40% of the tracking data generated by History Tracker has a lower error than the lowest error generated by the Baseline.

We also compared the play annotation time of HistoryTracker and Baseline. Figure 7 shows the time taken to complete the annotations of every play with both tools. The median time taken to annotate using the HistoryTracker was about 1.5 minutes less than with the Baseline. Overall, our user study indicates that warm-starting play annotations make users more efficient and accurate.

User Feedback

After the users performed the play annotations with the Baseline and HistoryTracker, they were asked to fill a likert scale questionnaire, which contained statements regarding their perception of both systems. The users could rank the statements from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The statements and the answers from all the users are presented in Table 1.

Our first two statements evaluated how confident users were about their annotations, regarding both HistoryTracker and Baseline. We can see that the users are equally confident on using both systems. However, the third statement shows that all users perceived HistoryTracker to produce the annotations in a shorter amount of time, compared to Baseline. Regarding ease of use, the fourth and fifth statements show that the users thought both systems were equally easy to understand and use. Therefore, from a perceptual standpoint, using HistoryTracker makes the annotation process faster, with no loss in the perception of difficulty or quality of annotations.

Overall, the HistoryTracker was well received by our users. Two annotators noted that HistoryTracker offered a good initial approximation of the plays. Another user mentioned that they spent less time annotating common movements, such as pitching and the batter running to first base, because a lot of the work was filled in already.
(a) [Play 1] Ground ball to first baseman.

(b) [Play 2] Ground ball to second and first basemen.

(c) [Play 3] Runners reach second and third bases.

(d) [Play 4] Batter and runner at second advance one base.

(e) [Play 5] Runner at first out. Batter advances one base.

(f) [Play 6] Runner at first steals second base.

(g) [Play 7] Batter out. Runner at first steals second.

(h) [Play 8] Line drive to center fielder.

(i) [Play 9] Three players advance bases. Runner at second scores a run.

(j) [Play 10] Batter advances to first base. Runner at second scores a run.

Figure 8: Graphical representation of the evaluation plays using Baseball Timeline [25]. The X axis represents time, in seconds. The Y axis represents the position of the player relative to the bases. When a player reaches a base safely, he is marked with a ⬤.
6 CONCLUSION

It is widely accepted that sports tracking data has been revolutionizing sports analytics with its unprecedented level of detail. Instead of relying on derived statistics, experts can use that data to “reconstruct reality” and create their own statistics or analysis without prior constraints [12]. Moreover, tracking data can be used for training “simulation engines”, that can predict game developments and enable new hypothesis to be tested [33]. Unfortunately, this data can be expensive to acquire, either requiring multi-million dollar investments in infrastructure and services (e.g., MLBAM Statcast or the NFL’s Zebra tracking system), or systems that use manual annotators, which tends to be tedious and require many passes to generate high-quality data.

In this paper, we propose to use knowledge already acquired to lower the cost of future data acquisition. This is intuitively a very simple idea. We present HistoryTracker, a tool that takes broadcast video from baseball games, and with much lower level of user input, is able to generate high-quality tracking data. The system automates many of the tedious tasks by leveraging information retrieval techniques on a corpus of previously acquired tracking data. We presented a tool tailored for baseball, but we believe HistoryTracker could be extended for other domains. Extending our tool for other sports, such as soccer and basketball, is straightforward: we only need a set of events to describe plays and some historical tracking data. One can imagine applying the warm-starting procedure to non-sports domains as well. For example, we can use historical information to help annotating semantic image segmentation datasets [1]. Pixel-wise image annotation is a time consuming task, so it would greatly benefit from our warm-starting methodology. As future work, we would like to investigate how to use historical data to initialize image annotation tasks.

Furthermore, we believe systems such as ours can be used in novel applications, for instance, annotating historical video collections can potentially be used for generating statistics for comparing how players performance changes over time; or the system can be used for college or high-school video collections, enabling parents (or coaches) to track the performance of players as they mature.

There are many opportunities for improvements. An obvious extension of HistoryTracker would be to make it into a crowdsourcing tool that could potentially be used during live events. Among the challenges, we would need to research the best way to integrate multiple people’s input, including potentially providing an intelligent interface that would update as others make edits to the play. Supporting multiple sports is also another obvious extension. We would also like to explore introducing more intelligence into the system as to further simplify the role of the user.
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